Route Driver Mobile App

Benefits

Easy to Use
Route Driver Mobile is designed to simplify your driver’s day. The app is intuitive with product images, finger swipes and recognizable icons. Drivers can service the whole machine from a single screen when using a tablet device. The robust app includes a full set of features including mapping, dexterity and a picklist.

Multiple mobile platforms
Route Driver Mobile works with iPhone, iPod, iPad, Android smartphones, and Android tablets. The app works with cellular and Wi-Fi, enabling drivers to use hotspots and save on data usage.

Data is near real-time
Mobile data is synchronized near real-time when cellular is used, allowing vend visits to be uploaded throughout the day.

Integrated mapping tool
Drivers can better plan their day by viewing the daily schedule on the map as well as getting turn-by-turn directions to each location.

Low monthly fee
Without significant upfront expense and with only a small monthly fee, the app provides a quick return on investment.

Cut Down Route Costs...
The Route Driver Mobile App replaces vending handhels, allowing you to eliminate the expense of purchasing and maintaining handhelds, peripherals and synchronization servers.